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Case

Managing the \ .
brand portfol io

"WE HAVE TO GET THE
TRADESIDE OF THE BUSI-
NESS INTO A WINNING
SITUATION!" declared Leif
Abildgaard, managing direc-
tor, Akzo Nobel UK.
Abildgaard was referring to the
division of his company that
sold paint to professionals
through a network of traditional
paint merchants, builders
merchants and the company's own distri-
bution outlets. Abildgaard added: "Weare
currently losing marketshare and profitability
is too low."

When Abildgaard first arrived at Akzo
Nobel in 1997, he faced a similar situation in
the company's Retail business, which sold
paint to the domestic, do-it-yourself market
primarily through large retail chains. At the
time, profitability was so poor in Retail that
the company almost lost the entire business.
Thanks to sound marketing strategies, a will-
ingness to take risks, and a little luck,
Abildgaard managed to revive the business.
Akzo Nobelhad even achieved market leader-
ship in coloured paint by June 1999. Outlin-
ing his future plans for Retail, Abildgaard
proclaimed: "We want to maintain the

momentutji we have gained,
but we also want to frustrate
our competitors by continuing

to be a moving target. "
However, Abildgaard's

first priority was to drastically
improve the performance of
the Trade business. Toboost

profitability, he decided to
reduce the number of brands in

the portfolio. Although the firm had
successfully discontinued Retail brands

in the past. no attempt had been ever made to
discontinue Trade brands. The decision
seemed particularly risky as market research
had shown that. unlike the Retail business,
which targeted domestic users whose buying
criteria was dictated by colour and price, the
Trade business focused on professionals who
tended to be brand loyal. Aware that such
customers might switch to paints manufac-
tured by competitors if their brand was
discontinued, Abildgaard pondered which
brands to keep and which ones to remove
from the Trade portfolio.

Company Background

AkzO Nobel UK was a subsidiary of the
Netherlands-based parent company,
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Research Associate BRIAN ROGERSprepared this case under the supervision of
Professor NIRMALYA KUMAR as a basis for class discussion rather than to illustrate
either effective or ineffective handling of a business situation.

Akzo Nobel N.V.With operations in nearly 70
countries, Akzo Nobel N.V.served customers
throughout the world with healthcare prod-
ucts, coatings, chemicals and fibres. In 1998,
Akzo Nobel N.V. employed 85,900 people
worldwide and posted total consolidated
sales of NLG 27.5 billion, or $14.5 billion.
(See fmancial details on Page 51).

The Worldwide Coatings Business

During 1998, thanks to its many acquisi-
tions, Akzo Nobel N.V.became the global

leader in coatings, eclipsing ICI. In 1985,
Akzo had acquired Blundell Perrnoglaze
Holdings PLC. In 1986, it had acquired Sand-
tex from the Blue Circle group. In 1990, Nobel
acquired Crown Berger. The same year, it
acquired McPherson PLC from Kemira. In
1994, Akzo and Nobel merged.

In this ay, the company captured 10
per cent of the rld paint market, which was
valued at $57 pillion. The acquisition of
Courtaulds, th international chemicals
company in Jul:'l1998, increased coatings
sales by 30 per ce~t the same year, while Akzo
Nobel's purchase df23 other paint companies
contributed an additional 6 per cent in
revenue. The acquisition-led growth in 1998
was consistent with Akzo Nobel's history of
integrating diverse companies by incorporat-
ing their specific cultures and technical excel-
lence into ever larger entities. At times,
however, growth byac uisition proved to be
cumbersome for Akzo Nobel, since each
acquisition brought with it additional brands,
factories and warehouses (see comprehensive
list ofAkzo Nobel's decorative coatings world-
wide brands on page 50).
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The World's Top 10 Paint Manufacturers, 1998

I 3. 10 PAINTS

The Netherlands- ---_._---_.
US
UK
US
US
Germany
France
Japan
US
Japan

$J,n~__
$3,066
$3,019
$2,736
$2,594
$1,887
$1,321

$943
$849
$802

4. SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
5. PPG
6. BASF
7. TOTALFINA
8. KANSAI PAINT

.I. '.I.'

10 NIPPON PAINT

Source: Mips. Intelligence experts on coatings worldwide. 1998

largest Decorative Paint Manufacturers in the UK, 1998*
Company Marketshare volume Marketshare value

(Litres) (£)

33% 32%
29% 32%
26% 24%
12% 12%

100% 100%

AKZO NOBEL
ICI
KALON
OTHERS
TOTAL

* Combined Trade and Retail markets for the UK. Source: Akzo Nobel UK

Ove Mattsson, the Akzo Nobel board
member responsible for coatings, predicted
that there would be more restructuring in the
global coatings industry, and strongly
believed that Akzo Nobel should continue to
playa major role in this restructuring. His
goal was to grow Akzo Nobel's worldwide
marketshare in coatings from 10 to 15 per
cent. In particular, he felt that Akzo Nobel's
coatings business needed to achieve a return
on sales (ROS)of 10 per cent and a return on
investment (ROI)of 25 per cent.

Decorative coatings represented 55 per
cent of the world market for coatings in 1998,
with automotive and industrial coatings
accounting for most of the rest. In the decora-
tive coatings segment, Akzo Nobel sold paints
to both the professional market and the
domestic, do-it-yourself (DIY)market. Akzo
Nobel referred to professional end-users as
their Trade business customers, and consid-
ered domestic, DIYusers to be their Retail
business customers.

Traditionally, the decorative coatings
business was very localised, with different
national brands and distribution networks.
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However, in the last fiveyears, many national
builders merchant Giains and DIY retail
chains emerged, leading to a reorganisation of
the market. Akzo Nobel managers were
particularly concerned about the rise ofglobal
retailers such as Wal-Mart, as such chains
tend to use global sourcing to exert a down-
ward pressure on prices, in an industry that
was already facing stiff competition and
reduced profit mar s.

Akzo Nobel UK

Akzo Nobel UKpJtiCipated in the decora-
tive coatings busigess by manufacturing

coatings for its Retail, \,rade, Wood Care, and
Relief Decorations busitnesses. (Wood Care
products included varnishes and stains;
Relief Decorations were wallpaper products.)
The company positioned itself in each market
by offering a range of products to accommo-
date many different types of consumers. The
cost of manufacturing each of the different
brands was more or less t\e same, despite
any differences in price.

Because aesthetics playa key role in
this market, Akzo Nobel believed it was
important to help and train painters and
designers to make the right colour selections.
The company advised customers on how to
paint an individual room or property, an
entire urban district or, in some cases, a
national monument.

For Akzo Nobel UK, the Wood Care
business was the most profitable one, with a
30 per cent ROS, but in terms of volume, it
was the smallest. Of the 120 million litres of
paint that Akzo Nobel produced each year,
only 3 million litres were produced for Wood
Care customers. Although Abildgaard was
interested in exploiting opportunities in Wood
Care, his immediate concerns were protect-
ing his favourable position in Retail, while
drastically improving the performance of the
Trade business.

The Retail Business

The total size of the Retail market in the UK
was estimated at £565 million in 1998.

The total volume of decorative paint sold was
143 million litres. Akzo Nobel participated in
this market by selling three brands in the
marketplace: Crown, Sandtex and Berger.
(see 'UK Trade Market, Marketshare by
Brand' on page 49)
• Crown was Akzo Nobel's premium brand.
Developed for interior use, Crown accounted



for 80 per cent of the company's sales in the
Retail business. The brand had a market-
share of approximately 11 per cent, and
annual sales of approximately £48 million in
1998. The Crown brand also had two sub-
brands: Crown Solo and Crown Matchpot.
Crown Solo was distinct from other offerings
in that only one coat needed to be applied.
Crown Matchpot was a product sold in a
small tube as a tester. It allowed prospective
customers to apply just a small amount of
paint to their wall to see if they liked it before
returning to the store to make a larger buy.
• Sandtex was an Akzo Nobel brand
produced for exterior use, and represented
nearly 80 per cent of Retail sales. Sandtex
was considered a premium position brand in
terms ofquality. The main thrust of the brand
was the masonry paint area, which accounted
for 88 per cent of the
brand's sales.
• Berger was a third
brand, produced for both
interior and exterior use.
Stephanie Knowles, the
retail marketing director
for the division, indicated
that Akzo Nobel specifi-
cally developed the
Berger brand for its
smaller, independent
retailers, as it allowed
these smaller retailers to
differentiate themselves
from the larger retail
outlets. Berger was

: • I

considered a value-for- money brand.
• Own Brands: Akzo Nobel also produced
private label brands for retailers. In the
industry, these brands were commonly
referred to as 'own labels' or 'own brands'.
These were brands manufactured by paint
companies such as Akzo Nobel, but carried
the retailer's name instead.

The increasing strength of own brands
threatened Alqo Nobel's brands because
retailers often <\located more shelf space to
their own brands. Abildgaard became
increasingly conlerned about the reduced
strength of the biands and the aggressive
approach of som«l retailers. So he decided
that Akzo Nobel shbuld once again focus on
its own corporate brands. He proclaimed:
"Wehave an unhealthy balance with t06 many
own brands. Wewant to increase the branded

product, but still be an
Own Brands supplier. We
do not want to grow the
Own\3rand business if we
can control it." He added:
"We can supply own
brands when it is prof-
itable, but our basic busi-
ness is to develop strong
brands, and to be strong
suppliers to strong
customers. "

Akzo Nobel's
Crown, Sandtex and
Berger brands were
distributed through
several types of outlets:

Top 10 Purchasing Criteria*
(ranked in order of importance)

II_P_R~OD_U_C_TQ~U~A_Ll_~ _
PRODUCT DURABILI~n REPUTABLE COMPANY IMAGE

, PRODUCT AVAILABILI~
r.. COST OF MAINTENANCE--------II~P~RI=CE~ _
II CUSTOMER SERVICE

• MANUFACTURER LITERATURE
••• COLOUR RANGE----=...:...;:..:....:...;..-----"--=-=------iii PRODUCT RANGE

'For trade customers Source: Akzo Nobel UK
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Volume (million litres) in %

UK Trade Market, Marketshare by Brand, 1996-1998
Value (million £) in %

..' 1996 1997 1998

2

AKZO NOBEL
11 11 12

Sandtex 2 2
Mac herson 8 6 6

5
Brolac 6 7 5

6 5
1996 1997 1998

5
18
4

20 22
4

1996 1997 1998
14 15 15
8 7 6

23 23 22
100 100 100

(143 mil. litres) (141 mil.litres) (143 mil. litres)

1996 1997 1998
12 12 14
2 2 2
6 6 5
6 6 5
5 5 5

1996 1997 1998
22 24 26

55 4
1996 1997 1998

13 14 14
8 7 6

21 20 18
100 100 100

£ 250 mil.) (£ 250 mil.) (£ 253 mil.)

Source: Akzo Nobel UK
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Akzo Nobel Decorative Coatings Brands worldwide (1998)

France, Morocco

Netherlands

Ireland, UK

Spain

Denmark, Estonia, Finland, lithuania,
latvia, Norway, Russia, Sweden, Ukraine

Netherlands

Ireland, UK

Ireland, UK

Sweden

Belgium

--------------_ .._----

Vietnam

Austria, Belgium, China, France, Germany, Hung-
ary, Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland, Vietnam

Italy

Ireland, UK

Crus, Russia, Turke

Argentina1---"'-----------------
Norwa , Sweden

Denmark

Spain

China

Netherlands

Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Russia,
Spain, Switzerland, UK

Ireland, UKr-----'----. ---
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany,
Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland, Hungary

Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland,

Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland,
UK; US

Hungary
* Brands gained through acquistion of Crown Berger in 19B6. t Bran~s gained through acquisitions by Akzo Coatings Pic
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warehouse stores, national superstores, inde-
pendent paint shops, and other small retail-
ers.

Transforming the Retail Business 1997-98

11]hen Abildgaard arrived at Akzo Nobel in
VV 1997, his first task had been to salvage

the Retail business. His first major break-
through came when he successfully reposi-
tioned the Ret . division's Crown brand.
Akzo Nobel achi ed success with the Crown
brand after conducting an extensive amount
of consumer reseasch, and involving the end
consumer and retailers in the definition of
assortments. Abild'ard explained: "Our goal
was not to increase oQrshelf space with retail-
ers, hut to use the space better than before."

In early 1998, Akzo Nobel took back
almost all of its old inventory for all retail
brands, and replaced it with new inventory.
Akzo Nobel did this to communicate to retail-
ers and customers that they were reposition-
ing themselves on the m~ket with new prod-
ucts and concepts. This was a considerable
logistical task and very costly for the
company. To pay for the inventory Switching
costs, Abildgaard spent practically all of the
marketing budget; as a result, Akzo Nobel did
no advertising to support the Crown brand
that year. However, as an incentive to retail-
ers, he did offer promotions and rebates to
keep the brand alive.

Abildgaard and his marketing team
also predicted that paint buyers would gravi-
tate from white paint to coloured paint. This
hypothesis proved correct, and Akzo Nobel's
profltabtltty increased dramatically because
the margins on coloured paint were much

Netherlands

Denmark, Estonia, Finland, latvia,

lithuania, Norway, Russia, Sweden

UK

Sweden

Belgium, France, Netherlands

UK

Brazil-------
Brazil



higher than those on white paint.
Because the company had expanded

historically via acquisitions, production and
logistics were complicated and very costly.
Therefore, Abildgaard decided to close ware-
houses and factories allover the company. All
of those cost savings were invested in the
marketplace. In another bold move, he also
decided to trim his staff from 2,600 to Just
2,200 employees. Morale suffered tremen-
dously, but the improved flnanclal perform-
ance and the proactive marketing invest-
ments of the company helped prevent the staff
from becoming completely demoralised.
From 1997 to 1998, overall profitability
increased from £9 million to £16.8 million.
The return on sales increased by over 80 per
cent. from 4 per cent to 7.3 per cent.

Akzo Nobel's biggest competitor, ICI,
attempted to snatch back marketshare in
1999 by lowering coloured paint prices from
£12.49 to £9.49. The plan backfired and ICI
lost money on the tactic. Meanwhile, Akzo
Nobel refused to lower their prices, and in the
end, lost no marketshare. Abildgaard joked
with his team: "Can you convince your wife to
take a colour and put it on the walls in your
home because it is on sale?" ICI's misfortune
reinforced a valuable lesson for managers at
Akzo Nobel: Customers know precisely the
colours they want and do not base their deci-
sion solely on price.

Abildgaard was pleased with the
success of his Retail division, and very much
wanted to protect his coveted position in the
marketplace. Luckily, to some extent. he had
positioned his company on the right axis at
the right time with colour paints. But his
success was also very much the result of enor-
mous sacrifices and belt-tightening measures.
He wanted to maintain this momentum,
develop innovative ideas, and become a
moving target, by either continuing with the
strategy that had worked in the past or trying
something altogether different.

The Trade Business

I\. kzo Nobel segmented its Trade market
I"1.into two categories: specifiers and users.
Specifiers were typically professionals such
as architects or designers, who prescribed a
brand of paint for users, but did not actually
make the purchase. They played a very big
role in brand selection especially in the case of
new construction. In over 50 per cent of the
cases, the specific brand purchased was the .

AKZO NOBEL 1-------,

Financial Performance, Akzo Nobel N.V.

Millions of Netherlands Guilders
(NLG)'

Shareholders' Equity

, NLG 1.9 = US$1 (01.01.99)

1997 1998
1997 1998

4,615 5,120
8,382 10,500
7,~}5 7,480
3,539 4,291

-59 116
24,052 27,507

931 1,058
751 883
730 705
93 141

-34 -50
2,471 2,737

1,615 1,343
2,978 2,883

1,412 1,805
1,293 1,457

9,035 4,010

Source: Alczo Nobel Annual Report. 1998

one recommended by the specifier.
Users could be classified into several

categories: decorators, local authorities, and
other tradesmen. Small decorators employed
1-3professionals; medium-sized decorators
employed 4-7 professionals; large decorators,
referred to as contractors, hired eight or more
painters. Local authorities were towns or
municipalities that purchased paint. Other
tradesmen were professionals such as
plumbers or carpenters, who occasionally
made paint purchases, but were not consid-
ered professional painters. Users made the
final selection of which paints to buy.

The total size of the Trade market in the
UK was £253 million in 1998. The total
volume ofpaint sold was 143million litres. In
the Trade market. Akzo Nobel sold six differ-
entbrands:
• Crown Trade, the premium brand for Akzo
Nobel's Trade business, was marketed to
generalists as an interior paint. Crown
Trade's sub-brands were Crown Colorfects
and Crown Timonox. Crown Colorfects was a
multi-colour product that commanded a high
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Retail Market: Brand Market Share by Retail Outlet

1998 Crown Dulux Own Others
Sales % (Akzo Nobel) (IC1) Labels

13
2

42 38 7
18 41 31 10
5 27 - 48 20
19 40 24 17
13 37 48 2
24 37 39

,----------lAKZO NOBEL

price premium over standard paint. Crown
Timonox was a flame retardant, specialist
product.
• Sandtex was a masonry paint brand devel-
oped for exterior use. Overall, Sandtex had a
tiny share of the trade brand market;
however, it captured a 22 per cent share of the
masonry market in the UK during 1998,
making it the market leader in that segment.
• Macpherson was considered to be Akzo
Nobel's fighting brand. It was a well-known
brand, and end-users viewed it as a good
quality product that was fairly priced.
• Brolac had been a mainline brand that
catered to all market segments. The brand
was particularly strong in the southwestern
region of the UK. Brolac was considered a
fightingbrand and targeted large decorators.

Retail Market: Brand Shares 1997-1998

1997 1998
. ' . ' . ' . '

9.9 11.3 11.3 12.9
25.4 28.9 22.2 25.7
0.7 0.8 0.6 0.6
. , , _-llli1IiI"IHIlm.-

36.2 I 41.2 36.9 42.1
2.0 1.7 2.3 1.8

11.2 15.3 10.1 14.9
38.9 29.1 37.8 27.2

• figures show Sandtex as a share of the masonry paint market.
Source: Akzo Nobel UK

• PermogIaze was positioned as a premium
quality paint for decorators who wanted to
use the best materials to enhance their
professional reputation. Aimed at the
segment of the market that was not price
sensitive, Permoglaze was strong in the south-
east and eastern regions of the UK.

Own Brands made up the remainder of
the trade brand portfolio. Akzo Nobel sold
fewer Own BranC\Sin the Trade market than
in the Retail mmtet. In order to maintain
their relationship with some of the larger
merchants, Akzo bel continued producing
the own brands under three-year contracts.

Market resea4h indicated that 40 per
cent of the Trade mazket sales resulted from
work performed by painters in the homes of
individuals. Studies also revealed that the
home owner often chose the colour, while the
decorator selected the brand of paint.

Akzo Nobel distributed 64 per cent of
its Trade division brands through traditional
paint merchants and butlders' merchants .
Traditional paint merchants sold only paints.
wall coverings and associated accessories.
while builders' merchants sold a much wider
range of products for home improvement.
The most prominent traditional paint
merchants in the UKwere Brewers. Dixons.
Ridgeons, Bronborough, Yorkshire Decora-
tors Merchants. Rabarts and Robinson &
Neal. The largest builders' merchants were
.Jewson, Builder Center. Travis Perkins. and
Graham. which had been acquired by
Jewson.

The remaining 36 per cent of Akzo

, Figures for B&Q Warehouse and B&Q superstore were combined 'Crown accounts for 13% of all paint sales at B&Q
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Small/Medium large Decorators
Decorators Contractors

1997 1998 1997 1998

8.7 10.4 18.5 17.6
8.2 7.4 4.6 4.0
5.6 4.2 5.7 6.6
6.9 5.8 3.1 2.9

29.4 27.8 31.9 31.1

Akzo Nobel Trade brands, Marketshare (%} by end user category, 1997-1998'

1 No data was available on the Sandtex brand. 2 Excluded cash sales via ~e Crown Decorators Centres.

Trade Pricing Matrix by Brand and produ~Jype, 19991,.,
Vinyl Matt

£12.09

Vinyl Silk

£12.88

Gloss Contract Matt

£15.11 £17.91

Brand

CROWN TRADE
SANDTEX TRADE

NA NA

£11.45
£9.95 £10.69-----

£12.45
£16.71

£11.79
£10.98 £11.59

NA NA
£12.31
£14.39

£12.49

£13.44
1All prices are Cash Counter prices and refer to the 5·litre White (or equivalent) pack. except for Contract Matt
which is the 1O·litre price

Nobel's sales were through the Crown Deco-
rator Centres, which were Akzo Nobel's own
chain of distribution outlets. Mike Redmond,
manager of the Crown Decorator Centres, ran
the outlets as a profit centre, and had consid-
ered changing the layout of the stores to give
them a new look and a friendlier feel. While
he hoped this would improve the profitability
ofthe chain, he was careful not to promote his
stores to retail customers, as retailers saw
this as an attempt to steal their business.

Competition

ICI, a UK-based multinational, produced
paint in addition to industrial adhesives,

starches, fragrances, food ingredients and
acrylics. Sales for the parent company were
over $15 billion in 1998. ICI's leading paint

Advertising and promotional expenditures, 1999

literature/Colour Cards Point of Sale •••.••••

£871,000 £80,000-------
£140,000 £0.. • •

PERMOGlAZE

£222,000 £45,000--'------
.. ~1g,Q.Q9. ~g _. _

£100,000 £0

Source: Akzo Nobel UK

brand, Dulux, held the leadership position in
the UK market, and was uppermost in the
minds of specifiers, with 80 per cent mention-
ing it without being prompted. ICI also sold
Glidden, a value-for-money brand, which was
used as their fighting brand.

Kalon, another major player in the UK
paint market, had sales of approximately
$320 million in 1998. The company posi-
tioned itself in the market with two brands,
Leyland and Johnstones. The Leyland brand
was competitive on price, and was known as a
good performance brand. The Johnstones
brand, while not as strong as Leylands, was
known for its extensive merchant distribu-
tion. To become more competitive, Kalon
relaunched the Johnstones brand in 1998 to
bolster its usage among contractors. Overall,

BROlAC
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the company was viewed as aggressive, price
competitive and exceptional in terms of serv-
ice and delivery.

Akzo Nobel held the largest share of the
UK market because they sold the most
brands. However, it was ICI's Dulux brand
that was the market leader. Akzo Nobel
considered their strengths to be overall
marketshare leadership position, good brand
heritage, industry and market knowledge,
trade relationships, and size. However, the
company considered its weaknesses to be its
cost base, service support. and the decision to
sell many different brands. In the future,
Akzo Nobel hoped to simplify its Trade port-
folio, grow the strategic brands Crown Trade
and Sandtex Trade, and further penetrate the
small- and medium-sized decorator

segments of the market. However,the biggest
threats facing the-sompany were continued
marketshare erosion, loss of merchant
support. and the overall decline in the Trade
business.

UK Brand Portfolio Development (1994-1999)

Between1994 and 1999, Akzo Nobel made
significant changes in the composition

and organisati~n of their brand portfolio.
These changes vcurred across all business
lines, i.e., Retail, Trade, Wood Care, and
Relief Decoratiojis. When Akzo and Nobel
merged in 1994, there were 22 brands in
their combined p rtfolio, all of which they
had gained through acquisitions. By 1999,
Abildgaard had reclassified and even discon-
tinued a fewof the brands. He feltmore ratio-

Brand Descriptions: Crown Trade, Sandtex, Macpherson,

Nationally distributed
Trade masonry paint
brand

A national brand. Tradi-
tionally focused on large
decorators. but currently
drew from all segments.
Largest marketshare also
in small decorator
segment

MACPHERSON BROLAC
,

I
Mainline brand with a I
strong northern heritage. I
Historically had specialist I
products like flame retar-
dant paints. Now. has a
wide range of generalist
standard finishes

Traditionally, a mainline
brand catering to all market
segments. Originated in
Bristol. Awareness and
usage among decorators
and specifiers in other
areas of the UKweak

Value-for-Money (VFM)
brand

Small and medium deco- 'Small decorators and lLarge contractors and
rators; distribution i professional specifiers; decorators working on
through Crown Decorator I distribution ~ati~na.lly by pric.e.s.e..nsitive jobs; distri-
Centres and merchants ! all commercial distribu- buted by both merchants

i tion outlets & Crown Decorator Centre
-----------; ....-. -...-.-..~.-----.---+------------

Comprehensive mainline , Comprehensive masonry I' Comprehensive range; i General trade paint range:
product range: contractor i and exterior coatings includes mainline prod- 'I' mainline products, contrac-
paints, woodcare and range; also included a ucts, contractor paints, tor paints, a small masonry
masonry offer plus two wide range of ancillary masonry, woodcare, fioor-j and woodcare range. plus
sub-brands, Colorfects products paints as well as primers primers and ancillary
and Timonox. and preparatory products products

_. L . .._____. ____._._M •••• _ •••• __ •• _. ._,_. •• _ • • ._

To provide more than just
ordinary paint within a
heterogeneous frag-
mented marketplace

, To be No.1 exterior
I specialist brand in the
I Trade paint market

Generalist brand. Avail- Leading premium exterior
able at all commercial ; specialist brand offering a
distribution outlets. Posi- I systems approach to
tioning/perception was ! exterior problems
split with large decorators I
purchasing on the basis of i
price, while small decora- .
tors thought it competed
against Dulux Trade
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Price-fighting brand for
successful tenders among

i local authorities and
I national contractors

Competes i~the ~~;;---tLowest price-fighting
sector against both I brand. Competes against
Leyland and Johnstones Glidden (lCI). In 1988, the

brand was repositioned as
I a large contractor brand

I

National contractors and
local authorities operating
at lowest price levels; 68%
distribution through Crown
Decorator Centres



nalisation had to be done.
The brands that did not survive the

rationalisation of the brand portfolio between
1994 and 1999 were Valspar. Ashwells. Sign-
post. Masterstroke. Magicote and Walpamur.
According to Abildgaard, the brands either
had limited distribution. low brand aware-
ness. or sold poorly. All six brands were
Retail brands. and were fairly easy to discon-
tinue. except for Valspar. That particular
brand was strong in the independent retail
sector. and there was some resistance to the
phasing out of the brand. The Masterstroke
brand was a woodcare product. and the deci-
sion to discontinue it had more to do with the
solid performance of Akzo Nobel's other

Brolac & Permoglaze

PERMOGLAZE

Traditionally targeted small decorators with a
reputation for providing high quality products for
the professional decorator. Strong in the south-
east and east; lacked high levels of national
recognition

A second premium brand available via
merchants only

Positioned as premium quality paint for
professional decorators/craftsmen

Quality conscious small and medium decora-
tors who are not price sensitive; distribution
primarily via independent decorator
merchants

I.--.-...--------.- ..-.-.-.--1

Comprehensive mainline offering plus a II

masonry paint, floorpaint and a selection of
primers and other preparatory products I

I

AKZO NOBEL 1-------,

wood care brands. Sadolin and Sikkens.
Discontinuing brands was always a very

delicate process for Akzo Nobel. Some
brands. such as Walpamur. which had been in
the company for 80 years. had sentimental
value for customers as well as Akzo Nobel
employees.

The criteria that had been used to
discontinue brands in the past were the halo
effect. brand aw¥eness. scale/critical mass.
profitability ofthtlbrand and individual selec-
tion criteria. (The ealo effect refers to how a
decorator's decision to use a particular paint
is influenced by thttclient's view of the paint
he/she uses. For e,&;nple. decorators might
use a well-known brabd because the brand is

Unaided Brand Awareness, Trade Paints
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either sold in retail outlets or has high visibil-
itybecause of television advertisements.)

The Brand Portfolio Decision

lfOr Akzo Nobel's Trade business,
.r Abildgaard knew that he needed to reduce
the number of brands in the portfolio, but
was unsure of how to accomplish a brand
transfer programme without losing valuable
customer support. Even though he had
dropped Retail brands from the portfolio, he
had never attempted to reduce the number of
Trade brands.

By 1999, the Trade division was oper-
ating at break-even, although it had failed to
break even flnanctally from 1996 to 1999.
After numerous discussions with NigelYallop,
the sales and marketing director of the Trade
division, Abildgaard wondered if narrowing
the brand portfolio from fivebrands down to
three would produce improved results.
However, both men expressed concern over
the slow, conservative nature of the paint
industry.

All of the brands in the portfolio were
the result of acquisitions that the company
had made over the years. As Abildgaard
explained: "Most have been privately owned
or family businesses, developed and then
sold to Akzo Nobel either directly or indi-
rectly. Every time we bought a company, we
also got a new factory and a new warehouse."

Through market research, Akzo Nobel
learned that small- to medium-sized decora-
tors and contractors typically made their
purchasing decision based on quality and

Note: Discontinued brands - Valspar. Ashwells, Signpost, MasteJ5lroke,

then price.
For the decorators, colour was particu-

larly important. Foxtcontractors, customer
service, stock availability, and technical
support were the criteria that drove the
purchasing decision.

Abildgaard had achieved success with
Retail brands by increasing the price on the
unprofitable brands, resulting in a transfer of
'undesirable' business to competitors.
Although the strategy worked, Abildgaard
viewed it as risky and unsustainable. In order
to grow the business. he preferred to build the
company's brands through innovation and
marketing investments. However, marketing
support continued to be a major issue, as

Main Perceived Competitors, UK Trade Decorative

AKZO NOBEL UK BRANDS

JOHNSTONES -'KALON

92~o-- t- 19°~
2% 25%

- - L-=:}5%
t t

PERMOGLAZE - AKZO 11%
5%
5%

MACPHERSON - AKZO 2%
BROLAC - AKZO
CROWN TRADE - AKZO

• Interpretation: 47% of decorators considered Crown Trade and Dulux to be competing brands in the marketplace.
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helped improve profitability for the Crown
Decorator Centres to the extent that. on an
arms'-length basis, th~y began operating at
break-even leveL

Abildgaard believed that the Crown
stores provided leverage for dealing with
potentially unfaithful independent
merchants, who switched from brand to
brand, However, he cautioned: "Companies
have to rely on such networks when their
brands are weak; therefore, our first priority
is to develop strong brands."

Magicote and Waipamur

there were high costs associated with selling,
advertising and point of sale. Abtldgaard
believed the brand deletion decisions had to
be made quickly to ensure optimal allocation
of these marketing investments.

The Trade business also experienced
marketshare losses because Akzo Nobel's
distributors decided to take on more
competitor brands. In an effort to bolster
performance in its own Crown Decorator
Centres, Akzo Nobel closed 12 per cent of the
stores, reducing the number from 135 in
1997 to just 113 in 1999.

The company also decided to put the
Macpherson and Sikkens brands in more of
their own outlets. All of these changes had

Coatings Market

Brolac Sandtex
Decorators Specifiers Decorators Specifiers
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Points for Discussion
1. Does the Akzo Nobel brand
portfolio in the UK include too
many brands targeted at Trade
customers?
2. What criteria should be used
to delete brands from the Trade
portfolio?
3. Which brands, if any, should
be deleted from the Trade portfo-
lio over time?
4. How should any'brand dele-
tions be implemented?
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